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SUNY Albania Student
Takes Hostages
Blames Government, Claims Computer Chip Implants!
Shocking News!
It’s TRUE!
Albania (WHN) State University of New York (SUNY) student Ralph J.
Tortorici grabbed headlines recently by holding 35 SUNY students hostage.
Mr. Tortorici claims that this event was precipitated by the implantation of computer chips within his brain and penis by federal agencies. While most socalled news organizations (ABC, CBS, CNN, and NBC) ignored Mr. Tortorici
claims, the WHN aggressively investigated the charges.
Surprisingly, the WHN has learned that Mr. Tortorici claims of chip implantations are TRUE! Medical sources at the Albanian Medical College have
informed the W H N that two computer chips were identified within Mr.
Tortorici; one in the brain and one in the penis. Furthermore, these informed
sources state that the cerebral implant was responsible for Mr. Tortorici angry
outburst and hostage taking.
In a shocking finding it was found that the Conservative Republican Caucus
(CRC) had implanted an Intel Pentium™ chip in Mr. Tortorici’s brain in a bold
attempt to have him to vote for George Pataki. While successful in this goal,
the Pentium™ processor apparently miscalculated during intense final exam
calculations. Intel spokesperson Dr. Franz Hindenburg categorically states that
the events surrounding Mr. Tortorici processor failure should only occur once
per 30,000 implants. While the CRC states that this should not result in “too
many” (because of processor difficulties they can’t give us an exact number)
more Tortorici magnitude outbursts, computer programmers and police have
been put on alert across the nation. Independent analysis of the problem by computer guru Ira B. Magnani states that more exact calculations show that approximately 250,000 more processor failures nationwide should be expected.
In contrast to the cerebral implant, the BC Penile Implant (a PowerPC 603) is functioning properly. Mr. Newt Gingrich,
spokesMAN for the CRC states that Mr. Tortorici twenty-three children will be placed in government orphanages where they will be
fed gruel and conservative rhetoric. see related story: Boys Town Reichstag Burns-Martial Law Declared-Gingrich Seizes Power

Actual Hospital X-Ray!

Also: 1994 a Photo Review!
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Can You Guess Who Is
The WHN 1994 Person
Of The Year?
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The publisher and editor of this news journal claim impunity to all prosecution
based on our utter stupidity. All requests to retract and correct wrongful
information will be met with glee and giggles....
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Exclusive!

Jeanne Dixon’s Winter Forecast
January 1 st, 1995:

Nome, 78 ° ; Albania, -47 °
Albania (WHN) Put aside the woolly caterpillars,
maple leafs, and mullen plants, Jeanne Dixon has prognosticated.
In an exclusive WHN seance, Ms. Dixon has foreseen the winter weather for Albania. Chilled by the
horror of her vision, Ms. Dixon fled Albania via an
American Eagle flight to Florida (even though according to Ms. Dixon’s own prediction the flight only had a
42% chance of actually reaching the sunshine state).
Among the more startling visions is that Nome,
Alaska will have a milder than normal winter with an
average high in January of 78° F. In contrast, Ms.
Dixon states that the Albanian winter will be perfect for
such classic winter sports as ice hockey, sledding, snow
shoveling, and the ever popular freezing the balls off of
brass monkeys. Ms. Dixon further predicts that
Albanians will excel at the latter sport.

WHN Person of the Year!
John Ries Mahoney, Jr.
YtÅÉâá TÄutÇ|tÇ \Çäxáà|ztàÉÜ tÇw hÇwxÜãtàxÜ XåÑÄÉÜxÜ
Albania (WHN) The prestigious 1994 WHN Person
o f t h e Ye a r award has been awarded to Dr. John
Mahoney. Dr. Mahoney was selected for this award because
of his wide eyed fascination with life and his many contributions to both the Albanian Medical College and to the World
Headline News [see “Please Mr. President, Kiss Me Too”
(Issue 20); and the entirety of Issue 11 (a very rare issue!)].
When contacted regarding this award, Dr. Mahoney
would only say, “I’m barely keeping my head above water
[ed.: see photo at left], now I have
this fame (ed.: it is possible he
said defamation] to deal with!”
Unlike some personal honors (e.g., Nobel Prize,
Pulitzer Prize, and Miss
Teenage America Contest),

Police Investigate Second
Simpson-Slaying Suspect!
Exclusive WHN Photos Prove O.J.

Is Innocent

Clifton Park (WHN) Famous security
guard Ned Ander-Thal (latest assignment: the Halfmoon Quickie-Mart)
has uncovered shocking new evidence
in the Nicole Simpson and Ronald
Goldman murders.
Illegitimate Son Of
On vacation in L.A., Mr. AnderMother “Machine
Thal happened to “pass by” the
Gun” Theresa?
Brentwood townhome of Nicole
Simpson. Mr. Ander-Thal states that while climbing a nearby fence,
he discovered a hidden security camera overlooking Mrs. Simpson's
home. Realizing that there was film in the camera he rushed it to the
nearest 1 hour film developer. Upon analysis of the pictures (i.e., Ned
put his glasses on) he realized that he had evidence proving O.J. was
innocent. The photos seem to implicate Mr. Guiseppi “The Axe-Man”
Gambino a.k.a.: Chris Kringle, Saint Nick, Santa Claus and Sonny
Theresa. When asked why the police had not previously found these
photos, Mr. Ander-Thal simply stated, “Because the camera, a Kodak
instamatic 110, was hidden. I mean you’ve seen the way they’ve hanthe WHN Person of dled the blood stains, gloves, and the O.J. Chase!”
Confirming Security Guard Ander-Thal claims, police sources state
the Year is not accomthat
Mr. Gambino's alibi of being at “the North Pole” is under scrutiny
panied by any cash award,
because it seems to lack credibility. As documented in what is being
but the recipient is subject called the Ander-Thal photo, Axe-man Gambino was observed wearto public ridicule and embar- ing a red suit (better to hide the blood splatters), lacked gloves (left at
rassment. We salute you Dr. the crime scene; Really, if he lived at the North Pole you know he
would be wearing gloves), and was found carrying a sharp axe (he
Mahoney!
claims for protection against wolves and other L.A. carnivores....o.k,
so that one is reasonable). District Attorney Marsha Clark has reportedly said “Bah Humbug” to this new information.
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WHN Charities Records Record Year!
But Still Needs More For The
WHN ‘Meals-On-Wheels’ Program
Grand Cayman Island (WHN) Don Corleone, President of the WHN Charities, thanked the readers of the WHN for their overwhelming support of the charity over the last year. In his speech, held at the plush Cayman’s A-Go-Go Club, Mr. Corleone stated,
“This has been a banner year for extortion, errr.. I mean charitable giving. My associates Guido and Carmen has had great successes in collections and I foresee an even greater take in 95! As a result of your....shall we say generosity, we was able to buy one can of
spam and, kinda like Jesus, we was able to cut it 10,000-fold with pet food grade meat by-products and sell it for a huge profit....but
hey, we was able fed a bunch of people and most
We need YOUR help in order to purchase this vehicle for the
of ‘em didn’t get too sick. Ok, so’s maybe they is
WHN Meals On Wheels Program!
bed ridden, dat’s why we need more money to
buy us a “Meals-On-Wheels” vehicle. So help
out da sick and da poor! Send money now to:
WHN Charities, c/o Don “The Meat Cleaver”
Corleone, Suite 220, 1 Avenue de Costa Nostra,
Grand Cayman Island. Remember, send lots of
money now...or else your mother might not make it home tonight...”

Mother Theresa To WHN : ‘An Eye For An Eye!’
Mother ‘Machine Gun’ Theresa Attacks Respected Editor
Clifton Park (WHN) The 1994 edition of the usually tranquil Annual WHN Picnic was marred by the unprovoked
aggression of Mother “Machine Gun” Theresa against the highly respected editor of the WHN , Mr. Mark Scott. Held on
the grounds of Windsor Castle on New Years Eve, the annual event was proceeding peacefully until the obviously inebriated so-called “Mother” (according to informed sources she is actually a “Godfather” and the reputed head of the
Gambino Crime Family) viciously attacked Editor Mark Scott. Ms. Theresa, after having consumed several bottles of
Blue Nun, loudly accosted Editor Scott saying “ You’ve poked fun at me once too often! You poke at me, I poke you
back!” immediately prior to the vicious attack. The moment, captured in this dramatic photo, demonstrates that the
head of the Gambino Crime Family is quite capable of violence. Indeed, as shown in the photo, she obviously relishes
violent acts! Even in light of this evidence, Mother Theresa maintains that she is nothing more than a simple servant of
God and has no ties to the New York
Mafia. However, as is apparent by
“Mother” Theresa’s statement, she was
careful to avoid mentioning either the
Sicilian and New Jersey Mafia.
When questioned regarding Mother
Theresa’s unprovoked attack, Editor Scott
defended the ongoing WHN investigation
of Mother “Machine Gun” Theresa by
stating, “In the world of investigative journalism, it is important that one always
keep an open eye and ear to the true
motives of public figures....I guess that for
a short time at least the WHN will only be
keeping an open ear....oooww, my eye still
hurts.... mommy!?!????”
While Interpol continues to investigate
the attack, sources close to the investigation state that only an act of God could
prevent Mother Theresa’s arrest!
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1994 In Photos

Anita
Bryant Cleans Up
California “FruitJuice” Problem
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Menendez Boys Go Out
On The Town!

New AMC Boss
Goes To Work
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